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1. Introduction  
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have recently been successfully applied in optimization 
problems and engineering disciplines. They can solve complex optimization problems 
without specialized information such as gradient or smoothness of objective functions. 
Although pure EAs such as genetic algorithm (GA), evolutionary strategies (ES) and 
evolutionary programming (EP) are easy to implement and offer fair performance in many 
applications, experimental results have shown that a variant of evolutionary method namely 
Differential Evolution (DE) has good convergence properties and outperforms other well 
known EAs (Ilonen et al., 2003). This variation was first introduced by Storn and Price (Storn 
& Price, 1997) and has an increasing interest as an optimization technique in recent years 
due to its achievement for a global minimum. It has several important differences from the 
traditional genetic optimization especially in the nature of the mutation, in which instead of 
taking a random perturbation, DE randomly selects a pair of individuals and computes the 
difference between their parameter vectors. This vector of difference is then added to the 
individual being mutated after multiplying by a constant. Another important difference is 
that the DE does not require the selection of parents based on fitness. Instead, fitness 
determines which children are kept for the next generation. Advantages of these approaches 
are shown in (Storn & Price, 1997). 
Using DE for training neural networks was first introduced in (Masters & Land, 1997). It 
was reported that the DE algorithm is particularly suitable for training general regression 
neural networks (GRNN), and it outperforms other training methods such as gradient and 
Hessian on applications which have the presence of multiple local minima in the error 
space. Recently, the combination of the DE and other training algorithms has also been 
investigated. Subudhi and Jena (Subudhi & Jena, 2008) proposed a combination of DE and 
Levenberg Marquardt (LM) to train neural network for nonlinear system identification. It 
was shown that this combination can offer better identification results than neural networks 
trained by ordinary LM algorithm. More comprehensive studies for using DE in the training 
neural networks are presented in (Ilonen et al., 2003). 
Although there are many network architectures proposed for different problems and 
applications, it was shown that single hidden-layer feedforward neural networks (SLFNs) 
can form boundaries with arbitrary shape and approximate any function with arbitrarily 
small error if the activation functions are chosen properly (Huang et al., 2000). An efficient 
training algorithm namely extreme learning machine (ELM) was proposed for SLFNs. It O
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analytically determines the output weights with random choice of input weights and hidden 
biases. This algorithm can obtain good performance with high learning speed in many 
applications. However, it often requires a large number of hidden units which takes longer 
time for responding to new patterns. Hybrid approaches which use DE algorithm were 
proposed to overcome this problem (Zhu et al., 2005; Hieu & Won, 2008). Zhu et al. (Zhu et 
al., 2005) introduced a method called evolutionary extreme learning machine (E-ELM) 
which takes advantages of both ELM and DE. In E-ELM, the input weights and hidden layer 
biases are determined by DE process and the output weights are determined by Moore-
Penrose (MP) generalized inverse like ELM. Another improvement of ELM was shown in 
(Hieu & Won, 2008) which is called evolutionary least squares extreme learning machine 
(ELS-ELM). Unlike ELM and E-ELM, input weights and hidden layer biases in ELS-ELM are 
first initialized by a linear model, and then the optimization is performed by applying DE 
process. Experimental results showed its better performance in regression problems. 
In this chapter, we have a space for introducing the use of DE process in training SLFNs for 
estimating hematocrit density which is an important factor for surgical procedures and 
hemodialysis, and is the most highly affecting factor influencing the accuracy of glucose 
measurements with a hand-held device that uses the whole blood. The input features of the 
networks are sampled from transduced current curves which are produced by the transfer 
of ions to an electrode. These ions are produced by the enzymatic reaction in glucose 
measurement using the electrochemical glucose biosensors. The networks are trained by 
hybrid algorithms which take advantages of DE process, linear model, and ELM to obtain 
good performance with compact architectures. 
2. Neural Nnetworks and Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 
The artificial neural network has been vastly used in machine learning due to its ability to 
provide proper models for classes of problems that are difficult to handle by using classical 
parametric techniques. A typical neural network consists of layers with units which are also 
called neurons. It was shown that a single hidden layer feedforward neural network (SLFN) 
can approximate any function with arbitrarily small error if the activation function is chosen 
properly. The typical architecture of a SLFN is shown in Fig. 1. The i-th output 
corresponding to the j-th input pattern of a SLFN with N hidden units and C output units 
can be represented by 
 oji=hj·αi, (1) 
where αi=[αi1 αi2 … αiN]T is the weight vector connecting from the hidden units to the i-th 
output unit, hj=[f(w1·xj+b1) f(w2·xj+b2) … f(wN·xj+bN)]T is the output vector of the hidden 
layer corresponding to pattern 
d
j ∈x R , bm is the bias of the m-th hidden unit, and wm=[wm1 
wm2 … wmd]T is the weight vector connecting from the input units to the m-th hidden unit. 
Note that x· y =<x,y> is the inner product of two vectors x and y. 
For n training patterns (xj, tj), j=1,2,…, n, where xj=[xj1 xj2 … xjd]T and tj=[tj1  tj2 … tjC]T are the 
j-th input pattern and target respectively, the main goal of training process is to determine 
the network weights wm, αi, and bm so that they minimize the error function defined by 
 E= ( )2
1
n
j j
j=
−∑ o t = 2
1 1
( )
n C
j i ji
j i
t
= =
⋅ −∑∑ h α .  (2) 
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Fig. 1. Architecture of SLFN 
Traditionally, this estimation of the network weights is performed based on the gradient-
descent algorithms, in which the set of G vectors consisting of weights (wi, αi) and biases bi 
is iteratively adjusted as follows: 
 Gk=Gk-1 - η E∂∂G ,  (3) 
where η is a learning rate. One of the popular methods based on the gradient descent is the 
back-propagation (BP) algorithm or generalized delta rule, in which gradients can be 
calculated and the parameter vector of the network can be determined by error propagation 
from the output to the input. However, the back-propagation algorithms are generally slow 
in learning due to improper learning parameters. They may also easily get over-fitting or be 
stuck in local minima. These problems have been overcome by many improvements 
proposed by many researchers. However, up to now, most of the training algorithms based 
on the gradient descent are still slow due to many learning steps which may be required in 
the learning processes. 
Recently, a novel learning algorithm called extreme learning machine (ELM) was proposed 
for training SLFNs (Huang et al., 2006). The minimization process of error function in the 
ELM is performed by using a linear system: 
 HA=T,  (4) 
where H is called as the hidden layer output matrix of the SLFN and defined by (Huang et 
al., 2006) : 
 H = [h1 h2 … hn]T  = 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 1 N 1
1 n N n
f f
f f
⋅ + ⋅ +⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⋅ + ⋅ +⎣ ⎦
w x w x
w x w x
"
# % #
"
1 N
1 N
b b
b b
,  (5) 
 T= [t1 t2  … tn]T,  (6) 
and  
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 A=[ α1 α2 … αC].  (7) 
The ELM algorithm was based on two basic principles:  
1. If the activation function is infinitely differentiable in any interval of R  and the number 
of training patterns equals the number of hidden units (n=N) then the hidden layer 
output matrix H is invertible. Based on this principle, it can randomly assign the input 
weights and biases of hidden units and the output weights are analytically calculated 
by simply inverting H.  
2. When the number of hidden units is less than the number of input patterns (N<n), the 
output weight matrix A is also determined by using pseudo inverse of H with a small 
nonzero training error. 
Thus, the extreme learning machine (ELM) can be described as follows: 
Assign arbitrary input weights wm and biases bm, m=1, 2, …, N. 
Determine the output matrix H of the hidden layer by Eq. (5). 
Determine the output weight matrix A as follows: 
 Â=H†T  (8) 
This algorithm can greatly reduce learning time for finding the input weights and biases of 
hidden units. However, it often requires more hidden units than conventional algorithms, 
and therefore application of the trained network to an input pattern takes longer time. This 
drawback is caused by existance of redundant hidden units. Therefore, it claims that the 
performance of SLFNs can be improved if the input weights and biases of hidden units are 
chosen properly. 
3. Evolutionary algorithms for training single hidden layer feedforward  
neural networks 
This section presents evolutionary computation based approaches for reducing the number 
of hidden units in ELM. The first approach proposed by Q.-Y. Zhu et al. (Zhu et al., 2005) 
was called evolutionary extreme learning machine (E-ELM). In E-ELM, a hybrid learning 
algorithm was proposed, in which the input weights and biases are determined by using the 
differential evolutionary algorithm and the output weights are analytically determined by 
using Moore-Penrose (MP) generalized inverse (Serre, 2002). 
3.1 Hybrid of differential evolution and extreme learning machine 
Similar to other evolutionary algorithms, DE operates on a population of candidate 
solutions called individuals. Each individual is a set of the input weights and biases of 
hidden units defined by θ = [w11, w12, …, w1d, w21, w22, …, w2d, …, wN1, wN2, …, wNd, b1, b2, …, 
bN]. DE always maintains NP individuals of population. At generation G, three steps of DE 
being mutation, crossover and selection are applied and individuals with better fitness 
values are retained to the next generation. The fitness of each individual is chosen as the 
root-mean squared error (RMSE) on the whole training set or the validation set. The output 
weights corresponding to each individual are determined by using the MP generalized 
inverse. In addition, in order to obtain smaller weight values, the norm of output weights 
A  is added to the criterion of the selection step. We can summarize the E-ELM algorithm 
as follows: 
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• Generate the initial generation composed of parameter vectors { θi,0 | i=1, 2 ,…, NP } as 
the population. 
• At each generation G, we do: 
i. Mutation: the mutant vector is generated by vi,G+1= θr1,G+F(θr2,G - θr3,G), where r1, r2, and 
r3 are different random indices, and F is a constant factor used to control the 
amplification of the differential variation. 
ii. Crossover: the trial vector is formed so that 
 
if or
if and
rand
rand
⎧= ⎨ ≠⎩
vμ θ
ji,G+1
ji,G+1
ji,G+1
b(j) ≤ CR j = rnbr(i)
b(j) > CR j rnbr(i)   (9) 
where rand b(j) is the j-th evaluation of a uniform random number generator, CR is the 
crossover constant and rnbr(i) is an index chosen randomly which ensures at least one 
parameter from vji,G+1. 
iii. Determine the output weights. 
iv. Evaluate the fitness for each individual. 
v. Selection: The new generation is determined by: 
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  (10) 
where f(·) is the fitness function and є is a predefined tolerance rate. The DE process is 
repeated until the goal is met or a maximum learning epochs is reached. This algorithm 
can obtain a good generalization performance with compact networks. However, it 
does not obtain small norm of input weights and hidden layer biases. Note that a neural 
network can provide better generalization performance with small norm of network 
parameters. 
3.2 Initialization of the first generation 
In this section, we introduce another improvement of ELM, which is based on differential 
evolution and is called evolutionary least-squares extreme learning machine (ELS-ELM) 
(Hieu & Won, 2008). It utilizes a linear model for generating the initial population, and DE 
process for optimizing the parameters. 
Let 1 2
1 1 1
T
n⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
x x x
X
"
"  be the input matrix, and W=
1 2
1 2
N
Nb b b
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
w w w…
…  be the matrix of 
input weights and biases. Then, the initialization of the first generation follows a linear 
model defined by: 
 XW=TP,  (11) 
where matrix P∈ ×C NR  should be assigned with random values. 
The most commonly used method for the regularization of ill-posed problems has been 
Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov & Arsenin, 1977), in which the solution for W of Eq. 11 
can be replaced by seeking W that minimizes 
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2 2− + λWX TP W ,  (12) 
where •  is the Euclidean norm and λ is a positive constant. The solution for W is given by 
 Ŵ=(XTX+λI)-1XTTP.  (13) 
In the case where W can be expressed as linear combination of xj (j=1,2, …, n) and the 
number of features are large, we can obtain an indirect solution for Eq. 11 as: 
 Ŵ =XTY  (14) 
where 
 Y = (XXT+λnI)-1TP.  (15) 
Thus, ELS-ELM approach  for training SLFNs can be described as follows: 
1. Initialization: Generate the population for the initial generation composed of parameter vectors 
{ θi,G | i=1, 2, …, NP}, where NP is the population size: 
For each individual θi in the population, we do: 
i. Randomly assign the values for the matrix P. 
ii. Estimate the input weights wm and biases bm of θi by using Eq. 13 or 14. 
iii. Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H by using Eq. 5. 
iv. Determine the output weights A by using Eq. 8. 
v. Calculate the fitness value. 
2. Training process: 
At each generation G, we do: 
                 i.     Mutation: the mutant vector is generated by 
vi,G+1= θr1,G+F(θr2,G - θr3,G). 
                 ii.    Crossover: the trial vector is formed using Eq. 9. 
                 iii.   Compute the hidden layer output matrix H by Eq. 5. 
                 iv.   Determine the output weights by Eq. 8. 
                 v.    Evaluate the fitness for each individual. 
                 vi.   Selection: The new generation is determined by Eq. 10. 
This approach offers the improved performance for many applications, especially for 
regression problems. 
4. Hematocrit estimation 
Hematocrit is an important factor for medical procedures and hemodialysis, and is also the 
most highly affecting factor influencing the accuracy of glucose value measured by a hand-
held device that uses the whole blood. Reports showed that the glucose measurement 
results are underestimated at higher hematocrit concentrations and overestimated at lower 
hematocrit levels (Kilpatrick et al., 1993; Louie et al., 2000; Tang et al., 2000). Consequently, 
estimating hematocrit concentrations plays an important role in enhancing performance of 
glucose measurements. Traditionally, this factor can be determined by centrifugation 
method performed in a small laboratory or by using automated analyzer. It can also be 
estimated by dielectric spectroscopy or some different techniques. However, most of the 
above approaches are quite complicated or require specific individual devices which are 
difficult to reduce the effects of hematocrit on glucose measurement by handheld devices. 
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With development of intelligent computional methods, simple methods for estimating 
hematocrit density while measuring glucose value with a biosensor-based handheld device 
should be investigated. 
4.1 Methods 
In this section, we present an  approach based on DE optimation and neural networks for 
estimating hematocrit density. The SLFN architecture is proposed  and trained by ELS-ELM 
algorithm. The input data are transduced current curves obtained during the process of 
glucose measurement by an electrochemical biosensor. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Anodic Current Curve. 
In the glucose measurement process by an electrochemical biosensor, the glucose 
oxidase(GOD) enzyme in biosensors is used to catalyze the oxidation of glucose by oxygen 
to produce gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide, which is summarized as: 
 
Glucose+O2+GO/FA→Gluconic acid+H2O2+GO/FADH2 
                               GO/FADH2+Ferricinium+ → GO/FAD+Ferricinium 
                               Ferrocence→ Ferrocence++e- 
 
The reduced form of the enzyme (GO/FADH2) is oxidized to its original state by an electron 
mediator (ferrocence). The resulting reduced mediator is then oxidized by the active 
electrode to produce the transduced anodic current. An example of the transduced anodic 
current curve obtained in the first 14 seconds is shown in Fig. 2. It was found that the data in 
the first eight seconds do not contain information for hematocrit estimation; it may be an 
incubation time while waiting for the enzyme reaction to be activated. Thus, in this study, 
we only focus on the second part of the current curve during the next six seconds. Note that 
this enzyme reaction characteristic may vary over biosensors from different manufacturers. 
In the second period of six seconds, the anodic current curve is sampled at a frequency of 
10Hz to produce the current points as shown in Fig. 3. There are 59 sampled current points 
used as the input features for networks. Denote xj=[x1, x2,  …, x59]T as the j-th input pattern 
vector. Motivation of applying this anodic current curve xj to SLFNs as the input vector for 
hematocrit estimation was introduced in (Hieu et al., 2008). It was also shown that the 
performance of hematocrit estimation can be improved with a new training algorithm which 
uses the DE process of ELS-ELM algorithm. 
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Fig. 3. The transduced current points used in hematocrit estimation. 
4.2 Experimental results 
In this section, performance of hematocrit estimation using SLFNs trained by ELM and DE 
process is presented. The data set of anodic current curves used in the experiments was 
obtained from 199 blood samples which were from randomly selected volunteers. For every 
blood sample, the accurate hematocrit density was first measured by the centrifugation 
method, and the anodic current curve was collected using a commercial handheld device for 
glucose measurement which uses an electrochemical biosensors. The distribution of 
reference hematocrit values collected from the blood samples used for this study by the 
centrifugation method is shown in Fig. 4 with mean 36.02 and deviation 6.39, which 
represents well the general distribution of hematocrit density values. 
The data set was divided into training set (40%) and test set (60%). The input features were 
normalized into range [0, 1]. The algorithms were implemented on Matlab 7.0 environment. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Distribution of hematocrit density 
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Training  Testing 
Method 
RMSE Mean  RMSE Mean 
# node 
ELS-ELM 4.25 ≈10-5  4.63 -0.17 5 
RLS-ELM 4.30 ≈10-7  4.91 -0.05 5 
ELM 4.27 ≈10-4  4.90 -0.26 12 
Table 1. Root mean square errors (RMSE) and the number of hidden units 
The average results of fifty trials are shown in Table 1 with the root-mean-squared 
error(RMSE). In this table, the error was defined by the difference between the reference 
value measured by the centrifugation method and the output of the SLFN. From Table 1, we 
can see that the number of hidden units for ELS-ELM is equal to that for RLS-ELM (Hieu et 
al., 2008) while being much smaller than that for ELM. The errors for both training and 
testing are close to zero with the mean values of -0.17, -0.05 and -0.26 for ELS-ELM, RLS-
ELM and ELM, respectively. The RMSE for ELS-ELM on test data set is 4.63, which 
empirically proves the outperformance of ELS-ELM compared to RLS-ELM (Hieu et al., 
2008) and ELM. This improvement is significant to support for finding a method which can 
be used to reduce the effects of hematocrit density on glucose measurement by handheld 
devices. 
5. Conclusion 
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been successfully applied in many complex 
optimization problems and engineering disciplines. Also, the single hidden-layer 
feedforward neural networks (SLFNs) have been widely used for machine learning due to 
their ability to form boundaries with arbitrary shape and to approximate any function with 
arbitrarily small error if the activation functions are chosen properly (Huang et al., 2000). 
Hematocrit density is an important factor for medical procedures and hemodialysis, and is 
the most highly affecting factor influencing the accuracy of glucose measurements with a 
hand-held device that uses the whole blood. Enzymatic reaction in glucose measurement 
with the electrochemical glucose biosensors is represented in the form of ion transfer to the 
electrode in the biosensor. Hematocrit density can be estimated while measuring the glucose 
value with the SLFN trained by combination of extreme learning machine (ELM) and 
differential evolution (DE) process. 
This ionization of enzymatic reaction along time produces the anodic current curve, and is 
presented to SLFNs as the input vector. SLFNs trained by ELM, RLS-ELM and ELS-ELM are 
compared for hematocrit density estimation. It shows that they can be a good method for 
estimating and reducing the effect of hematocrit density on glucose measurement by 
handheld devices. Since this approach can provide the hematocrit density while measuring 
the glucose value, it can be simply implemented in the handheld devices to enhance the 
accuracy of glucose measurement which has to use the whole blood. 
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